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Abstract. The near-infrared fluorescence of pure and doped KTaO, samples is studied. In 
the neighbourhood of 14570 cm-', 11 peaks are observed at 16 K and are associated with the 
fluorescence of a Ta3+ ion near an 0 vacancy. In the ferroelectric KTa,,,8,Nbo,o,,03 crystal 
the fluorescence is not affected below T, = 25 K,  indicating that the T d +  ion in the KTaO, 
material is located in a ferroelectric microdomain. 

In this paper, we investigate the fluorescence in the near-infrared region of pure KTaO,, 
KTa,,,g,Nbo,olgO, and doped KTa03 samples. This study identifies one of the possible 
origins of the symmetry-breaking defects responsible for microscopic ferroelectric 
regions which extend over a few unit cells in pure KTa03 [1-4]. 

In [3] it was proposed that residual Nb or Na impurities are at the origin of the 
ferroelectric regions while the Raman studies in [2,4] concluded that the Nb impurity is 
not a major contributor to the disorder-induced scattering resulting from the micro- 
domains. 

The optical properties of impurities in ferroelectric and related materials are of great 
interest since they probe the local crystalline environment [5-111. A specific infrared 
emission spectrum was found in Cr-doped and in nominally pure SrTiO, crystals. It was 
attributed to the 2E+ 4Az transition of the Cr3+ ion [5,6,12]. Below the cubic-to- 
tetragonal phase transition the 2E level is split into a doublet by the tetragonal field and 
the splitting is proportional to (T ,  - T)'I2 [ 5 ] .  In [6] an unusually large temperature shift 
of the zero-phonon line was also observed. It was found that this shift A E ( T )  and the 
reciprocal dielectric constant 1 / ~ (  T )  have the same temperature dependences. 

Infrared fluorescence in Cr-doped KTaO, has been studied in [7,8].  These authors 
also observed a large frequency dependence of the zero-phonon line on temperature 
with no splitting since KTa03 retains the cubic centrosymmetric perovskite structure 
down to liquid-He temperature. Thus the fluorescence of impurities in either SrTiO, or 
KTaO, is very sensitive to the local electric fields and their evolution in the host crystal. 

The fluorescence reported in this paper for various pure and doped KTaO, samples 
is observed for the first time. The zero-phonon line shows a fine structure of 11 peaks at 
T = 16 K while the vibronic sideband exhibits many structures. 

Two pure KTa03 samples have been used in this work. The first crystal 
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(10 mm X 10 mm X 7 mm) and the second crystal (9 mm x 4 mm X 3 mm) were grown 
using the top-seeded solution growth and the flux techniques, respectively [13]. We also 
studied a KTao 982NbO 01803 ferroelectric material (9 mm x 3 mm x 2 mm), obtained by 
the accelerated crucible rotation technique [14] with T, -'I 25 K, and five doped KTa03 
samples. Samples were mounted either in a continuous-flow regulated-temperature He 
cryostat or in a closed-cycle refrigerator. cw Kr and Ar lasers with a pulsed dye laser 
were used as the exciting source. Emitted light was first analysed with a double mono- 
chromator which covers the range 20 600-7350 cm-' followed by conventional boxcar 
and photon counting. 

Typical fluorescence spectra of pure KTa03 and KTao 982Nb0 01s03 at 16 K are pre- 
sented in figures l(a) and l(b), respectively. A split zero-phonon line located at around 
14567 cm-' is accompanied by vibronic features. We shall first discuss the vibronic 
spectrum and then the zero-phonon fluorescence line. 

Vibrational satellite structures associated with optical transitions of paramagnetic 
ions in crystals yield information about the phonon frequencies of the host lattice. If the 
impurity introduces important charge and mass defects, lattice frequencies are modified 
and many local vibrational modes are present. For KTa03 the vibronic spectra of Eu3+ 
[15,16] and of Cr3+ [8] have been published with a zero-phonon line at 16920 cm-' and 
13414 cm-', respectively. Much more pronounced and well defined structures were 
observed as expected in the case of the transition-metal ion Cr3+ impurity spectra. 
Nevertheless, the vibronic frequencies correspond closely for both impurities to the 
observed phonon frequencies of other studies as given in detail in table 1 of [8]. 

In our observed fluorescence, vibronic lines are less resolved than those for Cr3+- 
doped KTa03. The deduced phonon frequencies are compared with the results of [SI in 
table 1. Important frequency shifts and many local modes are observed for all the 
vibronics of pure KTa03  and KTao 982Nb0 Ol8O3. This constitutes a clear indication that 
the impurity at the origin of the vibronics is connected to an important charge and mass 
defect in our studied samples. 

The zero-phonon lines are shown in figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively, for KTa03 
and KTao 982Nb0 01s03 at two typical temperatures, 2.2 and 16 K. Sample quality permits 
a better resolution of the zero-phonon lines of KTa03 than of the zero-phonon lines of 
KTao 982NbO ols03. It is remarkable to note that, even though KTao 982NbO 0 1 8 0 3  becomes 
ferroelectric below 25 K, the energies of the peaks in its fluorescence spectrum at 2.2 K 
coincide with those of KTa03.  

At T = 16 K, 11 peaks are detected between 14550 and 14580 cm-'. The location of 
the peaks was determined through a Lorentzian lineshape deconvolution. In figure 3, 
the level scheme, consistent with the observed spectrum at 16 K and its temperature 
dependence down to 2.2 K, is presented. In [17], different energy diagrams for the d" 
(2 < n s 7) electron configuration of a transition-metal ion in a site of cubic symmetry 
were calculated within the strong-field approximation. These energy level diagrams give 
the energy E of the levels as a function of the crystal-field potential Dq scaled by the 
Racah coefficient B characteristic of the studied ion. The d2 energy level diagram shown 
in figure 4 with its fivefold excited-state degeneracy is the only one appropriate to our 
experimental level scheme in figure 3. It points to a d2-type transition-metal ion whose 
fluorescence corresponds to the 'E, 'T2+ 3T, transition with energy E = 14567 cm-'. 
From the energy level diagram, we calculate B = 968 cm-' since E/B  = 15.05. The 
degeneracies of the fundamental and excited states are lifted by spin-orbit interaction 
and low crystal-field symmetry, respectively. The excitation spectrum at 15 K presented 
in figure 5 locates the 3T1 + 3Tz transition at 19050 cm-' and, with B = 968 cm-', Dq is 
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Table 1. Phonon frequencies appearing in the vibronic spectra of KTa03 and 
KTao 982Nb0 01803 at 16 K. The uncertainty in the frequency values of this work is 2 4  cm-'. 

~~ ~ ~~- 

Phonon frequency, Phonon frequency, Phonon frequency, 
KTa03 KTao9szNboa1803 KTa03 
(this work) (this work) [81 
(cm-I) (cm-I) (cm-') 

98 
209 
259a 
339 
420" 
513a 
62Y 
704 
768 
873 
922 
967 

1024 
1135" 

96 
203 
257a 

419" 
513a 
625a 

(Weak) 
(Weak) 
(Weak) 
(Weak) 
(Weak) 
1021 
1132" 

50 
80 

216 
273 
330 
447 
543 
645 

748 
869 

975 
1017 
1099 

a Local modes. 

Figure 3. The corresponding level scheme of the Figure 4. The ion energy levels E / B  as a function 
impurity zero-phonon line in either KTa03 or of the crystal-field strength Dq/B according to the 
KTaodbo1803 .  diagram for the d2 transition-metal ion con- 

figuration in [17]. 

evaluated to be 2140 cm-'. B and Dq have typical values which characterise transition- 
metal ions of valence 3 in insulators [ 171. 

The measured lifetime of the fluorescence with a pulsed dye laser, between T = 15 K 
and T = 60 K,  is 3.4 ms. Such a value is indicative of a magnetic dipolar or electric 
quadrupolar character consistent with the parity of the invoked transition ('El, 
'T, + 3T,) representations. 

The strong similarity of the low-temperature spectra of KTa03 to those of 
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Figure 5. The excitation spectrum of 
KTaO, at 15 K. The full curve is given as a 
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